Using President’s Cup Cybersecurity Competition 2022 for Your Performance Plan

President’s Cup participant will practice and develop cyber skillsets required to keep them proficient, vigilant, and innovative so they can expertly accomplish the mission of their respective Department or Agency. Competitors participate, with appropriate supervisorial approval, during work or duty hours. CISA encourages participating Departments and Agencies to qualify the preparation for, as well as participation in, the President’s Cup as “Advanced Technical Training” for their workforce.

Each competitor is encouraged to incorporate their participation into their Individual Development Plans and/or Performance Plans. CISA provides suggested draft language below:

I will be an advocate for [insert your Department/Agency] employees, and my participation will bring attention to and emphasize the importance of the Federal cybersecurity mission. I will provide any feedback that will help enhance the competition to CISA and [insert your Department/Agency] after the event concludes.